Abstract-Transcranial MR-guided focused ultrasound (TcMRgFUS) provides a potential noninvasive alternative to surgical resection and for other treatments for brain disorders. Use of low-frequency ultrasound provides several advantages for TcMRgFUS, but is potentially limited by reflection and standing wave effects that may cause secondary hotspots within the skull cavity. The purpose of this work was to use volumetric magnetic resonance temperature imaging (MRTI) and ex vivo human skulls filled with tissue-mimicking phantom material to search for heating distant from the focal point that may occur during sonication with a TcMRgFUS system as a result of reflections or standing wave effects. Heating during 120-s sonications was monitored within the entire skull volume for 12 different locations in two different skulls. The setup used a hemispheric array operating at 220 kHz. Multiple sonications were delivered at each location while varying the MRTI slice positions to provide full coverage of the skull cavity. An automated routine was used evaluate the MRTI to detect voxel regions that appeared to be heated by ultrasound. No secondary hotspots with a temperature rise of 15% or more of the focal heating were found. The MRTI noise level prevented the identification of possible hotspots with a lower temperature rise. These results suggest that significant secondary heating by this TcMRgFUS system at points distant from the focal point are not common.
I. Introduction s ince the 1940s, focused ultrasound has been investigated for noninvasive ablation in the brain as a potential alternative to surgical resection and radiosurgery [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Until recently, clinical tests of the method have required the removal of a section of the skull to allow for ultrasound propagation into the brain [2] , [3] , [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] because of high ultrasound absorption and heating of the skull bone and beam aberration caused by its irregular shape and large acoustic impedance.
In the past decade, focused ultrasound systems have been developed to overcome these obstacles produced by the skull [11] [12] [13] . These systems reduce skull heating through active cooling of the scalp and a transducer design with a large aperture to distribute the ultrasound energy over a large skull region, and they correct for beam aberrations using a phased array transducer design. When combined with methods that use acoustic simulation based on cT scans of the skull bone to determine the phase and amplitude corrections for the phased array [14] , [15] and magnetic resonance temperature imaging (mrTI) to monitor the heating [16] [17] [18] , a completely noninvasive alternative to surgical resection in the brain becomes possible. These systems have been tested in animals [19] , [20] and in initial human trials [21] , [22] . such systems may also be useful for ultrasound-based targeted drug delivery methods in the brain [23] and for the treatment of stroke [24] . a current limitation of the method is that it is potentially restricted to deep and centrally-located targets in the brain. If the focal point is placed in more peripheral regions, the incidence angle between large portions of the skull bone and ultrasound wavefront becomes more oblique. as this angle increases, less of the ultrasound beam penetrates the skull, and at extreme angles, the beam is totally reflected. as a result, fewer elements in the array can be effectively utilized when peripheral regions are targeted, increasing the peak energy density and the heating on the skull surface. shear mode conversion also increases as this angle increases, further increasing the heating because of the higher absorption coefficient of the shear mode. This limitation was evident in analysis of magnetic resonance (mr) temperature measurements in the focal region and on the brain surface in the first patient treatments with a transcranial mr-guided focused ultrasound (TcmrgFUs) system [21] .
one way to increase the focal heating without increasing the time-averaged acoustic power deposition (which will determine the degree of skull heating) is to use the enhanced heating that arises when microbubbles are pres- ent at the focus [5] , [25] , [26] . by employing ultrasound bursts with peak pressure amplitudes above the cavitation threshold in the brain during a sonication, microbubbles are generated from gas nuclei within water in the tissue. These microbubbles locally enhance the heating in the focal zone through viscous heating, absorption of bubble acoustic emission, and other factors [25] , resulting in an enhancement of the focal heating. If the ultrasound bursts are delivered with a low duty cycle, the time-averaged intensity on the skull can potentially be largely reduced. If microbubble-enhanced heating is employed, one can also use lower frequency ultrasound to further reduce skull heating, because the ultrasound absorption by the bone decreases as the frequency is reduced. It would be normally difficult to heat at the focus at very low frequencies because of the low acoustic absorption in soft tissue, but with microbubble enhancement, one can still achieve therapeutic heating levels. Furthermore, with the extreme aperture used in TcmrgFUs systems, one can still achieve a reasonably small focal zone even at a low frequency. because of these potential advantages of using microbubble-enhancement and lower ultrasound frequencies, the manufacturer of the TcmrgFUs system (Insightec, Haifa Israel) has built a new system that operates at 220 kHz. a low ultrasound frequency may also be advantageous for temporary disruption of the blood-brain barrier [27] .
The use of lower frequency and microbubble-enhancement, however, introduces several potential complications. because of the low ultrasound absorption at low frequencies, the ultrasound beam can travel a long distance in soft tissue before being fully absorbed. The skull is practically a closed chamber and multiple reflections and standing waves may occur before the beam is fully absorbed. The curved shape of the skull cavity may also act as a lens, refocusing of the beam at unwanted locations. potentially, the additive effect of the reflected beams can result in secondary hotspots. because the inertial cavitation threshold is reduced at lower frequencies, these reflections and standing waves may lead to unwanted cavitation events that may cause damage away from the focal point.
These reflection and standing wave effects may have been observed during a recent clinical trial in stroke patients in which ultrasound bursts produced by a planar 300-kHz transducer were tested for enhanced delivery of tissue plasminogen activator (tpa) [28] , [29] . This trial, which used long (90 min), low-duty-cycle burst exposures, was halted early because of brain hemorrhage that occurred in several patients. although the source of the hemorrhage is not known, it has been suggested based on experiments [30] and simulation studies [31] that it could have been due to the pressure amplitude being higher than expected in some brain regions because of reflection and standing waves, leading to cavitation-induced hemorrhage.
although the transducer design and sonication parameters for TcmrgFUs differ greatly from that used the stroke trial described above, it is important to ensure that reflections and standing waves do not produce unwanted secondary hotspots that can potentially cause brain tissue damage away from the focal zone. The large geometric gain of the hemisphere array designed for TcmrgFUs ablation is expected to largely mitigate these effects, but nevertheless, they need to be excluded not only by simulations but also experimentally. The purpose of this work was therefore to evaluate whether such effects are common. phantom-filled, ex vivo human skulls and volumetric mr temperature imaging were employed to systematically search for secondary hotspots distant from the focal point during exposures delivered by a TcmrgFUs system.
II. materials and methods

A. Sonications
The goal of this work was to acquire 3-d mrTI to provide full coverage of the temperature distribution within the entire skull cavity. because of the relatively long time required to acquire mr temperature images with sufficient snr to detect low-level heating, it was not possible to achieve such coverage during a single sonication. Therefore, several sonications were delivered in succession at each target location with the imaging slices varying between sonications.
This strategy of using multiple sonications at a single location is problematic with microbubble-enhanced heating. When microbubbles are produced at the focus, they can remain for an extended period of time and influence subsequent exposures. over several sonications, the number of these microbubbles can increase with every exposure, potentially significantly altering the energy deposition pattern so that most of the acoustic wave is absorbed within the focal volume. Thus, relatively low-energy sonications were used to avoid significant microbubble enhancement that could effect subsequent sonications. To achieve a large enough temperature increase at the focus, a long (120 s) sonication was required. This long duration also improved our ability to detect small hotspots, as the size of any heated area would increase over time because of thermal conduction. However, the long sonication duration limited our ability to detect secondary heating near the focal zone and near the skull.
The power level used for each test location was determined by the feedback provided by the mr temperature imaging acquired during test sonications. sonications were delivered at a nominal power, which was increased in subsequent sonications until the hottest voxel within the focal zone reached a level slightly below the threshold for apparent microbubble enhancement, which was lower in the second skull tested. The parameters used during the experiments are listed in Table I .
B. Phantom
The sonications were performed in two ex vivo human skulls (minus the mandible) filled with a tissue-mimicking phantom. The skulls were obtained several years ago.
at that time they were placed in a vacuum chamber in deionized water for several days for degassing and then stored submerged in formalin. on the day the phantom was poured, they were degassed again in water for several hours. acoustic properties of the formalin-fixed skulls were assumed to be similar to those of fresh skulls [32] . a proprietary tissue-mimicking phantom material consisting of degassed water, milk powder (with fat content less than 1%), and additional preserving materials was prepared. The phantom materials and recipe were supplied by Insightec (Haifa, Israel). While in a liquid state, it was poured into the skull, which was inside a plastic bag to contain any leakage. The material set overnight in a cold room and excess phantom material was removed from the outer surface. The skull was completely filled with the phantom material and was stored in water between experiments at 4°c.
The attenuation coefficient and speed of sound of the phantom were measured using a single-element 220-kHz transducer. The attenuation coefficient of the phantom was obtained by an absolute method that requires two samples with different thicknesses [33] , and the sound speed was measured via a time-of-flight measurement. Using a calibrated hydrophone, the signal amplitude and the time of flight were measured for each sample. These measurements were repeated in water after removing the phantom samples. The measurements were repeated at six acoustic power levels. The attenuation coefficient and sound speed (mean ± sd of six measurements) were 0.053 ± 0.002 np/cm/mHz (0.46 ± 0.02 db/cm/mHz) and 1625 ± 2 m/s, respectively. The phantom recipe was intended to have similar acoustic properties as brain tissue, which has a reported attenuation coefficient and sound speed of approximately 0.05 np/cm/mHz and 1600 m/s, respectively [34] .
C. Device
The experiments were performed using the Exablate 4000 TcmrgFUs system (Insightec, Haifa, Israel). It consists of a 30-cm-diameter hemispherical 1024-element phased array transducer operating at 220 kHz coupled with a 1024-channel driving system, a treatment planning/mrI thermometry/dosimetry workstation, and a water cooling/circulation/degassing system. The driving system allows for individual control of the phase and amplitude for each element in the phased array. The width and length of the half-intensity profile produced by the transducer in water were provided by the manufacturer and were approximately 3.0 and 5.8 mm, respectively (Fig. 1) . The system was integrated with a clinical 3T mrI unit (GE Healthcare, milwaukee, WI). mr imaging was performed using an eight-channel torso coil (GE Healthcare, milwaukee, WI) wrapped around the outside of the transducer.
The transducer was oriented on its side and was housed in a manually-operated positioning system with four degrees of freedom (x-, y-, and z-translation and pitch angle) that was integrated into a standard mrI table. This positioning system was used to place the geometric focus of the transducer at different locations at deep and centrally located regions within the phantom, where initial patient tests of the device are likely to occur. additional focal steering was achieved using electronic steering via the phased array. The ultrasound driving system was located inside the mrI room. a control computer and power supply, as well as the water circulation/degassing/chilling system and the treatment planning/dosimetry workstation were located outside the room.
The system was designed with a circular flexible membrane with a hole in the center to contain the water that fills the space between the transducer and a patient's head. Here, the center hole was stretched around a plastic phantom holder to which the phantom-filled human skull was attached. The membrane's outer circumference was sealed to the outside face of the transducer. The plastic phantom holder was mounted to the mrI table. In this configuration, the entire skull was in water (Fig. 2) . The water allowed for acoustic coupling of the ultrasound beam. It was chilled to 15 to 20°c to provide cooling and was continuously degassed and circulated between sonications. Water temperature and pressure inside the transducer were monitored throughout treatment by the TcmrgFUs control computer.
The commercial treatment planning software was used to provide phase offsets to compensate for skull-induced beam aberrations based on cT scans (512 × 512 matrix, 28 cm field of view, 1 mm slice thickness) showing the geometry and density of the skull. For transducer elements that produce a mean Us wavefront at an angle of less than 45° relative to the skull surface, an algorithm similar to that presented in [14] was used that to add a phase offset to correct for the effect of the bone. This offset was determined by the average thickness and density of the skull in the path of the element [35] . For angles greater than or equal to 45°, total reflection was assumed [36] and the element was deactivated. The relationship between the density measured on the cT scan and the speed of sound was found experimentally in ex vivo human skulls [35] . The amplitude of each element was modulated to obtain an equal acoustic intensity on average at the inner surface of the skull.
D. Temperature Mapping
For mrTI, phase-difference images of a fast spoiled gradient echo (FspGr) sequence were obtained to estimate changes in the temperature-sensitive water proton resonant frequency [16] . The following parameters were used for mrTI: Tr/TE: 21/15.5 ms, flip angle: 30°, slice thickness: 3 mm, field of view: 28 cm, matrix (phase × frequency): 128 × 256, bandwidth: ± 14.7 kHz, scan time: 2.8 s per slice. For each sonication, five sagittal imaging planes were acquired. a time-series of images in five user-defined planes were obtained before, during, and for several minutes after each sonication. Two pre-sonication baseline images were acquired. The scanner reconstructed complex image data needed to create these phase-difference images, which were converted to temperature maps by the treatment planning/thermometry workstation using a temperature sensitivity of −0.01 ppm/°c [37] . To properly combine the phase information for each coil element, the scanner reconstructed complex image data for each coil element individually. Individual phase-difference images were created for each coil element and then combined in a weighted average using the magnitude squared as the weighting term.
because of the relatively long scan time per image slice, each test location required multiple repeated sonications to obtain temperature images to cover the entire skull volume. For the first six sonications delivered at each location, the spacing between the images was adjusted (spacing = 0, 6, 9 12, 18, 24 mm) with the center slice at the focal coordinate. For the last four or five sonications (depending on the location of the focal point in the left/right direction), images were acquired with inter-slice spacing of zero to cover the peripheral slices. This strategy was employed to provide 41 contiguous slices to cover the entire phantom, with as many sonications as possible that had imaging that included the focus to ensure that the sonications were consistent from location to location. This scheme is shown in Fig. 3 . note that in the first two locations tested in the first skull, this protocol was being developed and some of the sonications were delivered while acquiring only three image planes. In these cases, the data was linearly interpolated to the time points of the five slice data. In several locations in the first skull tested, some peripheral regions in the left/right direction were not imaged because of operator error. also, in the second skull tested, some of the phantom material leaked out of the skull before it set, so in the first experiment with it (the first two locations) a region at the skull base around the foramen magnum was not filled with phantom material. The percentage of the skull cavity that was imaged is listed in Table I .
The median time between sonications was 10.0 min (range: 7.7 to 22.1 min). This long time was necessary to allow for the skull and phantom to cool between sonications. a total of 136 sonications was delivered over the course of the experiments. before the two-minute sonication, the location of the focal point was measured during short, low-power sonications that produced a temperature rise of ~1 to 3°c. This imaging was repeated in multiple imaging orientations to ensure that the imaging was precisely centered on the focal point.
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IEEE TransacTIons on UlTrasonIcs, FErroElEcTrIcs, and FrEqUEncy conTrol, vol. 57, no. 9, sEpTEmbEr 2010 Fig. 2 . Treatment planning images of the phantom-filled skull within the TcmrgFUs device. The skull was attached to a plastic holder which was mounted to the mrI table. a flexible membrane was attached to the holder, and the transducer, and the space inside the phantom filled with degassed, cooled water. In this configuration, the entire skull was submerged in water. left: sagittal; right: coronal.
E. Temperature Data Processing
The inner surface of the skull was determined using semi-automated segmentation. segmentation was performed on the average of all the magnitude reconstructions in the time-series of FspGr images used for mrI temperature monitoring. First, the area outside the inner surface of the skull was segmented manually and areas outside were removed. next, using an image threshold approximately 33% between the average intensities of the skull bone and the phantom material was used to create a mask of the phantom material. To determine the location with the hottest voxel, an area around the focal heating was searched in all the imaging planes that included the focal point. any heating within areas less than or equal to 2 cm away from this point and less than or equal to 1 cm away from the edge of the phantom were assumed to be the result of focal and skull-induced heating, respectively. a Gaussian filter (radius 0.7 mm) was applied to the mr temperature images. The noise level in the images was found by taking the standard deviation of all the voxels greater than 2.5 cm away from the hottest voxel and more than 1 cm from the phantom edge. small (magnitude less than approximately 1°c) phase instabilities over time were observed. To remove these instabilities, the mean phase difference in the region used to calculate the noise level was subtracted from the phase-difference data.
after this processing, voxels a distance greater than 1 cm away from the edge of the phantom segmentation and more than 2 cm away from the hottest voxel were analyzed using an automated routine to detect secondary hotspots using the following rules: 1) Two temperature images at the end of sonication (time = 120, 148 s) were averaged together. Voxels that had a temperature rise greater than or equal to 15% of the mean peak focal temperature at that test location were identified. 2) The first two temperature images were averaged together. The average temperature change had to be less than or equal to ± 0.5°c, which excludes voxels greater than approximately two standard deviations of the standard deviation in non-heated regions in the temperature images (see below). 3) The last three images in the time-series of temperature images were averaged together. Voxels that deviated (plus or minus) more than 33% from the temperature measured in rule 1 were excluded. rules 2 and 3 (along with the filtering described above) were used to screen out the effects of noise and artifacts in the imaging. Isolated voxels that passed the above rules were assumed to be noise and were excluded. The 15% threshold used in rule 1 was determined by examining the results at different thresholds. For thresholds less than about 15%, the measurements were confounded by noise and conclusive results could not be determined. To confirm that this scheme was working as expected, all voxels that were heated greater than 15% of the mean in rule 1 were manually inspected to confirm that their temperature/time trajectory was obviously not due to heating.
III. results
The location of the targets in the two skulls tested is shown in Fig. 4 . Focal heating was observed at the targeted location for every sonication where one of the imaging planes was centered on the target location. The mean peak temperature rise achieved at the focus during all of these sonications (excluding measurements with apparent microbubble-enhanced heating, see below) was 8.8 ± 1.0°c and 6.4 ± 0.8°c, respectively, for the first and second skull (Fig. 5) . The relatively small error bars suggest that the sonications were consistent from sonication-to-sonication and from location-to-location even though the power level varied. The mean peak temperature rise for each location is listed in Table I . The mean standard deviation in nonheated regions in the temperature maps after filtering was 0.26 ± 0.03°c. Fig. 3 . sagittal imaging planes obtained over 10 sonications at one test location. Five imaging planes were acquired for each sonication. For the first six sonications delivered at each test location, the center slice was prescribed on the focal coordinate and the inter-slice spacing was increased. during the last four sonications, the inter-slice spacing was set to zero and the images were offset to obtain slices at the periphery.
Examples of the temperature mapping through the focal heating zone are shown in Fig. 6 . The heating was largely contained to the focal zone and in regions adjacent to the skull bone. Examination of the maximum temperature rise achieved (Fig. 7) found no obvious secondary hotspots beyond the focal heating zone. several bright areas were observed in this imaging, but examination of their behavior as a function of time (e.g., plot in Fig. 7 ) demonstrated clearly that they were the result of image artifacts.
Voxels with apparent ultrasound-induced heating were identified using the automated detection scheme described above and are shown for four test locations in Fig. 8 . yellow voxels in this figure are within 2 cm of the hottest point. The volume produced by these voxels took on a variety of shapes depending on the location. Voxels outside of this zone are plotted in blue and red. In the first skull, no voxels with heating of 15% of the peak temperature were identified away from the heated focal volume. In the second skull, where the peak focal temperature that could be achieved was lower, voxels were found outside of the 2-cm boundary that could be consistent with ultrasoundinduced heating. most of these were contiguous with the focal volume (blue voxels in the figure) and were assumed to be due to focal heating and thermal conduction. a very small number of voxels (two voxels each on locations 4 and 6) more distant from the focal volume were identified (red voxels in the figure, encircled), but examination of their temperature/time curves suggest that they were likely caused by noise. They occurred in the two locations with the lowest mean peak temperature rise at the focus. The heated volume in the last location tested in the second skull was elongated in the left/right direction, presumably an artifact from relatively large beam steering in that direction.
In every location tested in the first skull and in one location tested in the second, at least one of the sonications had apparent microbubble enhancement. This enhancement was evident as a rapid increase in temperature rise at the focal point and a change in shape of the heated area (Fig. 9) . This enhancement occurred near the end of the 2-min sonication. In every case that this enhancement was observed, subsequent sonications were performed without apparent microbubble enhancement, suggesting that the phantom was not irreversibly changed due to this enhancement.
IV. discussion
Volumetric mrTI analysis failed to find any detectable secondary hotspots distant from the focal point with temperatures approaching the temperature at the focus with this TcmrgFUs device. This finding is in contrast to simulations of a different, non-focused, low-frequency ultrasound system [28] , [29] that was used in a clinical trial for stroke that suggested that peak pressure amplitudes exceeding the expected value can occur away from the targeted location and could have caused the unexpected hemorrhage events that caused the trial to be prematurely stopped [30] , [31] . although this result does not prove unambiguously that such hotspots can never occur, it does suggest that they are not common with this TcmrgFUs device.
These findings can be explained by the large differences in transducer design between the TcmrgFUs device and the device used for the stroke therapy. The device tested for stroke patients consisted of small, unfocused (flat) transducers placed on one side of the patient's head. These transducers produce a largely collimated beam with relatively low spatial localization along the beam direction. as a result, additive effects from reflections off of the inner skull can have a large relative effect on the magnitude and the location of the peak acoustic pressure amplitude, even at points distant from the target. In contrast, the hemispheric device tested in this study has a huge geometric gain which produces a sharp focus that diverges extremely rapidly as a function of distance from the focal point. as a result, reflections from the inner skull surface are not likely to have a large effect on the acoustic pressure amplitude at points distant from the focal zone. one can use these results to make conservative safety estimates for this device. secondary hotspots with a temperature rise of more than 15% of the focal point did not occur at any point within the skull more than approximately 2 cm from the focus. assuming linear ultrasound absorption and a linear relationship between temperature rise and acoustic intensity, which is a reasonable approximation with the low-frequency, highly focused transducer in this TcmrgFUs system [38] , they suggest that the acoustic intensity at distant regions within the skull was less than 15% of that at the focus.
Even if distant regions were heated with this device, the risk of overheating at them is low because of the low acoustic absorption at 220 kHz. The main risk at distant locations at this frequency is inertial cavitation, so safety concerns should mainly be described in terms of inertial cavitation thresholds. These results suggest that if the transducer is driven to the inertial cavitation threshold at the focal point (for microbubble-enhanced heating), tissues at distant areas could have cavitation thresholds with acoustic intensities that were approximately 6.7 times lower without risk for secondary damage. regions with lower cavitation thresholds may exist in necrotic and pathological tissue, in the ventricles, or in other regions that have different fluid content or other properties than the target tissue. In terms of pressure amplitude, which is proportional to the square root of the intensity, the data suggests that tissues at points distant from the target tissue could have inertial cavitation thresholds approximately 2.6 times lower than at the focal point. note that the 15% threshold used here was determined solely on the basis of image noise levels, and these results, in our opinion, are likely conservative.
This study had several limitations. First, because of the low acoustic absorption at 220 kHz, long sonications were necessary to achieve a sufficient temperature rise at the focus. This long sonication duration increased the size of the focal heating zone and areas heated near the skull bone because of thermal conduction. as a result, it was not possible to evaluate regions close to the focus or the skull for secondary hotspots. although in early time points the focal heating was small and no large secondary spots were observed, it was not possible to systematically search for low-level heating because of noise considerations. This region may be more vulnerable to reflection effects than the distant regions investigated in this study, as areas close to Fig. 7 . projections of the maximum temperature elevation achieved during sonication at one of the test locations. several bright areas were observed away from the focal point (circled regions), but analysis of their temperature/time trajectory at these voxels (plot) demonstrates that they were clearly the result of artifacts, not heating. the focal point may already have relatively high intensity levels because of side lobes or other features of the beam distribution. The long sonication duration also required a long cooling duration between sonications, which limited the total number of locations we could feasibly test. It may be possible that different skull and transducer configurations could allow for refocusing of the ultrasound beam at points distant from the focal zone.
The long sonication duration, however, did mitigate another limitation of this study: volume averaging. The slice thickness was 3 mm, and it is possible that the temperature rise of a potential secondary hotspot located exactly between two slices was underestimated. With a 2-minute sonication, any secondary heating will be smeared over a large volume, making it unlikely that it would have been missed here.
V. conclusion analysis of volumetric mrTI that covered nearly the entire skull volume failed to find any regions more than approximately 2 cm away from the focal point and 1 cm away from the inner skull surface with secondary heating at a level of 15% or more of the peak temperature at the focus. reflection and standing waves within the skull cavity that were suggested as a source for hemorrhage in with a different low-frequency therapeutic ultrasound device were not observed with this clinical TcmrgFUs system. although these experiments do not prove unambiguously that such secondary effects can never occur with this TcmrgFUs device, they do suggest that they are not common. Future work is necessary to evaluate regions close to the focal point and inner skull surface and to search for blue voxels indicate regions contiguous with the focal heating volume. In two of the locations, a region of two voxels more distant from the focal heating volume was identified (circled). The temperature rise as a function of time for these areas is shown in the graphs on the right for each sonicated location and are likely noise. In locations where the target location was moved via electronic beam steering, the geometric focus is indicated by a black × . Fig. 9 . mr temperature maps as a function of time for three consecutive sonications. In the second, microbubble-enhanced imaging was evident at the end of sonication by a rapid increase in temperature and a change in shape of the heating profile. The location of the heating also changes with this enhancement, moving from the focal plane (dotted lines) toward the transducer (upward in the images). note that third sonication performed after the enhancement did not result in microbubble enhancement, suggesting that this level of microbubble activity did not irreversibly change the phantom or the energy deposition. contours indicate regions that reached a temperature elevation of at least 8°c.
